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MAFEC ENTRANCE RESULT OF BATCH 4.0 (2023-24) 
  

 

 

➢ MAFEC 4.O (2023-24) Course Structure 

The classes of MAFEC 4.O will start after the completion of admission 

procedure, and it will go till entrance exam of JMI BA LLB Exam 2023. Once 

you get admitted in MAFEC Batch 4.0, it’s the duty of our Institution to 

help you get admission in your dream University. Students are our 

responsibilities rather than burden. 

All the selected 80 students will get following facilities in our 

Institution: 

1. Classes will be conducted in online mode, where students can 

interact with the teacher by turning on their mic, camera. 

2. Student can access the recorded lectures, notes etc. on our “MAFEC 

DELHI” app available on Play Store.(Tap on the link to download 

the MAFEC App). 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mafecdelhi.tri

grexam&pli=1 

3. Regular Classes by experienced faculties, advocates, alumni of 

Faculty of Law, JMI & Senior Law Students of JMI/AMU. 

4. There are 3 categories of Mock Test that will be provided by our 

Institute to Selected students only. 

A. Preparatory Test – Weekly based on topic taught in a week of 

50 Questions each. 

B. Sectional Test – Subject-wise Sectional Test of every 

subject. 

http://www.mafecdelhi.org/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mafecdelhi.trigrexam&pli=1
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mafecdelhi.trigrexam&pli=1


5. 

6. 

7. 

8 . 

9. 
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Weekly viva' s (Oral Test) of every student (Attendance of all 

students is mandatory in Viva) . 
Weekly Student evaluation report. 
24x7 mentorship and Personal doubt clearance from experts. 
There will frequent interaction with Toppers of BA .LL.B entrance 

exam of JMI/.AMU 
Students must take part in all the mock tests, viva'• and other 
academic activities. Academy reserves full right to expel out 
students from the course if they are not attentive, to make last 

minute changes. 
10. Dedicated group for sharing information, daily quizzes for all the 

students . 
11. Topper of the Batch based on overall performance will be rewarded 

every month. 
12. , ~ - will be distributed among all those students who 

will clear JMI BALLB Entrance Exam 2023 i.e. : In past 2 years, 
MAF&:Cians who cleared JMI BA.LL.B entrance received lat year law 

books. 
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Bow MAFEC SUPER-30 will work? 

1. Those students who are provisionally selected in the Super-30 will 
not be entitled to be there in the Super-30 Batch for the complete 
preparation journey. This Super-30 batch will work on monthly 
rotation basis between the Super-30 and Self-Financed Batch students 

Out of 80 students, every month Super-30 students will be selected based 
on criteria prescribed below: 

A. Marks secured by student in Mock Test of Coaching. 
B. Marks secured by student in Viva-voce (Oral Test). 
C. Daily Class performance of the student. 
D. Daily Attendance in Class. 

This Super-30 Batch will get some extra benefits such as: 

A. Special guidance by Legal Experts other than MAFEC Faculties. 
B. Additional Test apart from MOCK TEST 
C. Special SOPER-30 dedicated group of mentors. 

2. A last month final Super-30 batch will be formed out of all MAFEC 4.0 
students on the basis of previous class performance where special 
privileges will be given to them so that no one miss the cut off of 

the final Law Exam. 
3. However, there will be no differences in classes, mocks, viva's and 

other facilities between Super-30 and Self-Financed Batch students 
though special guidance will be given to the students under Super-30 

Batch. 
4. The intention of doing this distinction is to create more competitive 

environment during the entire preparation journey. 
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➢ Important instructions for the MAFEC 4.0 Admission (2023-24) 
 

Instructions of the Admission Procedure (ONLINE) that need to be 

followed by the selected students are:- 

1. There are Total 80 seats in the MAFEC Batch 4.0 (2023-24) which 

comprises of 30 seats in SUPER 30 Batch and 50 seats in SELF-

FINANCE Batch. 

2. The Top 30 Rank students who are selected in SUPER 30 Batch need 

to pay One time Registration fee of Rs. 499/- only (Full-course 

for SUPER-30 is free of cost). 

3. The next 50 students scoring Rank 31-80 will get admission in SELF-

FINANCE Batch. 

4. The students who are selected in SELF-FINANCE Batch need to deposit 

one-time fee of Rs. 11,499/- of full course (No installments). 

5. There are 3 Reserved seats for students under the category of 

“ISLAMIC EDUCATION CULTURE” (Students need to attach supporting 

document for the same such as: Hafiz-e-Quran  Certificate, Aalmiyat 

degree, etc.). 

6. Details of the payment options are as follows: 

NAME RAGHIB NAUSHAD 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 50100335296187 

IFSC CODE HDFC0001001 

(HDFC zero zero zero one zero zero one) 

UPI ID mafecdelhi@ybl 

 

7. After the deposition of fee, the students need to fill the google 

form https://forms.gle/Y1q95HQT5YEQb2dW6 (last date to fill the 

form is 24th January 2023, 11:59PM). 

8. The Next list of students selected from waiting list will be 

released on 26th January 2023. 

CUTT OFF, 1st List of MAFEC 4.0 ENTRANCE EXAM (2023-24) 

BATCH MARKS 

SUPER-30 (30 seats) 58.25 

SELF-FINANCE (50seats) 46.25 

https://forms.gle/Y1q95HQT5YEQb2dW6











